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Cast & Credits
Synopsis
!
concept & choreography YoungSoon Cho Jaquet
performers Lorenzo de Angelis, Elodie Aubonney, Marion Duval, Nordine
Hamimouch, Piera Honegger, Aurélien Patouillard, Pauline Wassermann,
Mike Winter and 13 amateur dancers
light design Antoine Friderici
sound & music Jérémie Conne and Christian Pahud
costumes Tania d’Ambrogio
research & dramaturgy Christophe Jaquet
visual communication Jonas Marguet
assistant Eléonore Heiniger
administration & booking Michael Scheuplein and Guillaume Guilherme

A choreographic essay on dancer's ecology within its natural biotope

Out there a zebra herd in the Serengeti plains. Here 20 professional and
non-professional dancers on a dance mat. Two different ecosystems, two
different habitats, one same approach.
Les animaux explores notions of environment, territory and performer. The
piece does not so much aim to develop myths, body language or affects
linked to the idea of animality than to evoke - not without humor - the
ecology of the dancer as if its biotope was the stage. YoungSoon Cho
Jaquet continues her work on sharing by inviting 8 professional and 13 nonprofessional dancers to join a vast choreography based on physicality. Here
the body is a founding principle as vivacious and dynamic movements
define space and dramaturgy. Like the spectators of a wildlife documentary
film such Microcosmos the audience witnesses the amusing, ambiguous or
fascinating behavior of a few interesting specimens of the black box.

coproduction Arsenic – Centre d’art scénique contemporain - Lausanne
support Affaires culturelles de l’État de Vaud, Ville de Lausanne, Pro
Helvetia, Loterie Romande, Société Suisse des Auteurs, Fondation Ernst
Göhner, Fondation Leenaards

Springtime is coming…

In short
Title
Duration
Concept & choreography
People on stage

Les animaux
60’
YoungSoon Cho Jaquet
8 professional dancers and 13 amateur
dancers (to be recruited by hosting place)
Key words
”dancer’s ecology”, environnement,
territory, human landscape, poetical
abstraction, physicality
Date and place of Premiere Arsenic Lausanne, March 5th to 9th 2014

© Nicolas Lieber
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Pros and amateurs
In the heart of the project lays the encounter between two types of dancers
on the same stage: a first group of professional actors / dancers and a
second crowd of non-professional ones i.e. who do not make a living out of
their practice.

Statement
This species, deemed to be as useless as it is persistent;
resistant even, due to it’s origins of antiquity… /
Already, it has crossed and recrossed the emptinesses between
heaven and…/
How wonderful to observe this species for hours on end, as it
sets out on it’s challenges that are as unattainable
as they are uninteresting to common mortals. /
This species lives in hope that one day it’s body will become one
with the ordinary people;
ambitious that it’s obsession with abstract spaces will become
everyday space itself.
Extract from Les animaux

Why Les Animaux?

Which connections between pros and amateurs? What differentiates them?
Does this distinction make sense at all? A reflexion on what is the
profession of dancer today implicitly emerges. YoungSoon Cho Jaquet
suggests that they walk on the same path - at different junctures but on the
same route. And this applies to the public at large as Les Animaux present
dance as a utopia of what could be our mode to inhabit, occupy and move
inside our space, within the architectural geometry which constitute our
biotope, our landscape.
This piece works as a collage by juxtaposing species, choreographic styles,
dance costumes, music, movements, professional dancers, amateurs and
the spectators’ fantasy about the world of contemporary dance.

With Les animaux YoungSoon Cho Jaquet continues her research on
sharing by inviting 10 professional and 10 non-professional dancers to join a
vast choreography based on physicality and explores notions of
environment, territory and interpretation.
YoungSoon Cho Jaquet does not aim to develop myths, movements or
affects linked to the idea of animality but takes the etymology of the word
animal as a starting point: anima as breath, vital principle. Under the banner
of the joy of movement she evokes the ecology of the dancer within what
she - not without humour – pretends to be his “natural biotope”: the stage.

“ What does it mean for you to be onstage? – A way to
experience your body and mind, but also to experience it
within a group. To retrieve a magical place, a ceremonial like
in the past where the totem stood in the middle of the village
where the villagers met up in order to live a magical moment.
How to experience oneself in a new dimension? A way to feel
oneself and to feel others (colleagues, spectators) within this
magical moment”.
A performer of Les Animaux. In the research questionnaire.

Les Animaux plays with notions of environment, performer and territory. Any
performance - whatever it may be - could be considered as a very National
Geographic presentation of the actors’ or dancers’ ecology. When adopting
such an angle the stage and all its scenographic elements become the
environment. Like spectators of wildlife documentary such as Microcosmos
the audience of Les animaux will watch the strange, amusing or fascinating
behaviour of the dancers inside their ecosystem.
In parallel the piece intends to express the pure and indifferent presence of
the animal and the poetic dimension emerging from it. Animals are simply
without afterthought, ambition or intention. They are just here. The piece
seeks to capture this «something tender, secret and painful [that] draws out
the intimacy which keeps vigil in us, extending its glimmer into that animal
darkness» to quote Georges Bataille.
Lausanne amateur dancers
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Excerpts of an interview with YoungSoon Cho Jaquet and Christophe Jaquet around Les Animaux |
INFERNO 28.03.14. by Mari-Mai Corbel

Sound and music

The piece gives the sensation that between the beginning and the end
the time that is stretched is the one of a single instant, of a single
dream. It starts in the black with footsteps and ends with the exhibition
of the dancers - pros and amateurs mixed – laying onstage. They will
stand up only to salute. It is a recurring interrogation of the piece – this
distinction between amateurs and pros – and how they can also rejoin.
It could be presumable that the distinction is not made visible but no:
at some point the pros show off their technique, their specific dancer
bodies. They master the animal elegance that amateurs cannot reach.
YSCJ. I was interested in everything: the bodies, the expression, how the
amateurs are sometime better than the pros. Dancers have a lot of
technique, of academic background that forbids them to let it go. I was
interested in that.
To let it go confronted to the others?
YSCJ. More importantly the situation reveals issues such as “what is dance”
or “why do we dance”.
Why do we dance then?
YSCJ. I’ve asked this question repeatedly to dancers. When I became
professional I forgot about that deep motivation. I was absorbed by other
more concrete, more choreographic questions. I love dancing, to express
something with my body. I am not good at speaking. But I am confortable
with body expression. And also at how to position in space - the poetry
inside and with the space.
Christophe Jaquet. It is a phenomenon that materializes in modern
architecture: these big and quite void spaces tends to emphasize the
trajectories of the passerby - like a choreography. How do people walk, their
posture, how do they scatter in space. How do they occupy, inhabit what is
ultimately an ecosystem of their own.

YoungSoon Cho Jaquet is particularly keen on music created for 70’s
wildlife documentaries that employed extensively synths of that era.
L’aventure des plantes (1982, music by Joël Fajerman) is not precisely a
wildlife documentary. It is a scientific series on insects and plants but its
soundtrack is characteristic of the instrumentation and the atmosphere she
is seeking for Les Animaux. Music plays a central role in wildlife
documentary. Like the commentary it allows to dramatize scenes and
sometimes replaces the latter (Microcosmos : le peuple de l’herbe, 1996). It
evokes for the viewer notions of awakening, of nature, of danger, of heat, of
cold, of joy and mystery. In short it creates the specific atmosphere of each
scene. Associated to choreography it allows the spectator to
anthromorphize the abstract movements of dancers on stage.
Historically wildlife documentary directors very often called out for
contemporary music composers. We could mention Jean Painlevé the first
director of wildlife documentaries (La pieuvre, 1927) who collaborated with
Pierre Henry and composed himself an homage to Edgar Varèse for Oursins
in 1954.
In the same spirit YoungSoon Cho Jaquet intended to confer on music the
same importance that a movie director would give to the soundtrack of a
wildlife documentary. That’s the reason why she contacted retrofuturistic
musician Christian Pahud who revives the sounds textures and
compositional mode based on repetition of sequences induced by the first
analogic synthesisers as can be heard in works by Philipp Glass or Terry
Riley. In order to retrieve the timbres of that golden age of synthetic music
Christian Pahud hunts down instruments developed during that period and
put them back to use.
The animal opens before me a depth that attracts me and is familiar to
me. In a sense, I know this depth: it is my own.
It is also that which is farthest removed from me [...]
Something tender, secret and painful draws out the intimacy which
keeps vigil in us,
extending its glimmer into that animal darkness.
Georges Bataille, Theory of Religion

(…)

Nijinski dancing L'Après-midi d'un faune
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YoungSoon Cho Jaquet’s universe
[…] Art of transition is for the most part what forges the craft of YoungSoon Cho
Jaquet.
Marc Berman, RTS, Dare-dare

Everything is already here on stage […] No dramatic turn of events.
The image is being declined, augmented, branches out, surprizes,
amazes, stretches out, invades.
Claire de Ribaupierre about Cie Nuna universe

YoungSoon Cho Jaquet uses the
choreographic language - even the most
abstract and minimal one - in order to
suggest a vast poetic universe. She
purposes to initiate a game of bypaths, to
lead the viewer astray - purposely leaving
questions unsolved and undecidable.
© Nicolas Lieber
Nuna 2004

Sharing
For YoungSoon Cho Jaquet
choreographic practice is first
of all a scenic one. It means
that
she
considers
unsufficient to just display
images, that she must take
into account her relation to
the audience. It is not about
Whisky Gorilla 2008
creating
that
sometime
embarrassing
interaction
where spectators are taken to task but to simply use the mass of people as
an element of the play. It is integration more than interaction. For instance in
C-(K)Gut she would invite the viewers to form a procession and to walk
from one theatre to the other, (from Arsenic to Théâtre Sévelin 36). In Nuna,
she was dancing surrounded by spectators. In Whisky Gorilla, she would
enter the room as a spectator in order to progressively and on the whole
duration of the piece take the distance allowing her to become a dancer on
a stage.

© Nicolas Lieber
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Preparation

Memory and origins

A question of perception

What is usually considered as
belonging to the preparation of a show
finds its full space in the work of
YoungSoon Cho Jaquet. Thus, Dry
Fish, in which the dancer dressed her
body with dried squids, or Whisky
Gorilla in which she meticulously
cleaned up her blanket choreographed
this preparatory work.
YoungSoon Cho Jaquet does not seek to
convey her experience as a Korean living in
Switzerland or exhibit folk features of her
culture. But, strengthened by a cultural shift witness and actor of an otherness - she tries to
develop a scenario that leads the spectator to
confront personally to his memory and his own
culture. The presentation of a shift and of a
strangeness built up in an atmosphere of
sharing allows us indeed to question our
inclusion in a culture and our individual
relationship with past and memories.
YoungSoon Cho Jaquet also aims to explore
how our point of view towards an object, a
person or a situation changes and to brighten
up the poetry linked to this transformation. By
which mechanisms the apprehension and
appreciation of an object, of a body or a
movement by the viewer may evolve or brutally
switch? And - most of all - which reactions
provoked by such a change what type of
emotions are being conveyed by that? Surprise,
amusement,
disappointment,
confusion,
illumination, appeasement?

The Nuna Company

Dry Fish 2007

The Nuna Company was founded in 2003 in Lausanne by Swiss-Korean choreographer YoungSoon Cho
Jaquet. It produces choreographic pieces and performances as well as dance pieces for children. It has
presented its productions at the Arsenic in Lausanne, La Bâtie festival and ADC in Geneva, Kaserne in
Basel, Swiss Cultural Centre in Paris, Mousonturm in Frankfurt, Alhóndiga in Bilbao, Skorohod in StPetersburg, Dance Triennale in Tokyo, among others.
In its recent creations, Company Nuna counts HIC (2012) coproduced by Arsenic in Lausanne and Festival
de la Bâtie in Genève, HIT ME HARD (2013), coproduced by Festival de La Cité in Lausanne and LES
ANIMAUX (2014), choreography for 21 performers (8 professionnal and 13 amateur dancers) coproduced by
Arsenic in Lausanne.

YoungSoon Cho Jaquet

C-(K)Gut 2003

Based in Lausanne Switzerland YoungSoon Cho Jaquet
was born in South Korea and studied dance in London. In
her creations she immerses the audience in a both uncanny
and welcoming universe.
She has created several choreographies in Switzerland, the
United Kingdom and South Korea. Three elements help
define her style: the involvement of the audience, the bridge
between Asian and Western art, and a focus on memory and
origins. A unique relation to material and sensations serves
as a link between these three central themes.
She is associated artist 2008-2010 of the far° Festival des
Arts Vivants / Nyon in 2009 and 2010. In 2011, she is
awarded with the Prix de la Relève de la Fondation vaudoise
pour la culture (FVPC) and the Prix Régionyon.

Champignons 2009

© Amélie Blanc
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